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WSJ report on soldiers who were children on September 11, 2001.  
On Sept. 11, 2001, Corey Shaffer was in fourth grade at Cutler Ridge Christian Academy in 
Miami. Because his mother was cafeteria manager, he was at school early and was enjoying a 
bowl of Lucky Charms when news of the terrorist hijackings flashed on the television screen. He 
remembers being confused. "I wasn't sure what it meant," he said.  

It wasn't until he was in middle school that the significance became clear, when he read about 
the attacks in his history book. Now he's 19 years old and a Marine infantryman, fighting in the 
longest war in his nation's history. 

The conflict in Afghanistan has dragged on so long that the young Americans fighting on the 
front lines today often have little personal memory of the event that sparked it in the first place. 
Since the 9/11 attacks, President George W. Bush has completed two terms and retreated to 
private life. The World Trade Center is again New York's tallest building and Osama bin Laden 
has been dead for almost exactly one year. 

The newest wave of troops hitting the Afghan battlefields are 19 or 20 years old, meaning they 
were roughly between 8 and 10 when al Qaeda crashed planes into the World Trade Center, 
Pentagon and a Pennsylvania field. The fourth- and fifth-graders knew something big had 
happened but were often unable to understand why it mattered until years later. Such a 
mismatch hasn't happened since the country was founded, largely because its greatest wars 
have tended to be brief interludes, not semipermanent features. ... 

  
Peter Wehner calls out attention to last week's column from George Will.  
George Will has a lovely tribute to his son Jon, who is a Washington Nationals fan who also 
happens to have Down syndrome. 

Apart from his evident love and appreciation for his son, Will takes aim at the “full, garish 
flowering of the baby boomers’ vast sense of entitlement, which encompasses an entitlement to 
exemption from nature’s mishaps, and to a perfect baby.” He goes on to write about Jon’s gift of 
serenity. “With an underdeveloped entitlement mentality,” Will writes, Jon has “been equable 
about life’s sometimes careless allocation of equity. Perhaps this is partly because, given the 
nature of Down syndrome, neither he nor his parents have any tormenting sense of what might 
have been. Down syndrome did not alter the trajectory of his life; Jon was Jon from conception 
on.” ... 

  
Here is Will's column.  
When Jonathan Frederick Will was born 40 years ago — on May 4, 1972, his father’s 31st 
birthday — the life expectancy for people with Down syndrome was about 20 years. That is 
understandable. 

The day after Jon was born, a doctor told Jon’s parents that the first question for them was 
whether they intended to take Jon home from the hospital. Nonplussed, they said they thought 



that is what parents do with newborns. Not doing so was, however, still considered an 
acceptable choice for parents who might prefer to institutionalize or put up for adoption children 
thought to have necessarily bleak futures. Whether warehoused or just allowed to languish from 
lack of stimulation and attention, people with Down syndrome, not given early and continuing 
interventions, were generally thought to be incapable of living well, and hence usually did not 
live as long as they could have.  

Down syndrome is a congenital condition resulting from a chromosomal defect — an extra 21st 
chromosome. It causes varying degrees of mental retardation and some physical abnormalities, 
including small stature, a single crease across the center of the palms, flatness of the back of 
the head, a configuration of the tongue that impedes articulation, and a slight upward slant of 
the eyes. In 1972, people with Down syndrome were still commonly called Mongoloids.  

Now they are called American citizens, about 400,000 of them, and their life expectancy is 60. 
Much has improved. There has, however, been moral regression as well. ... 

  
Daniel Gross of the WSJ explores the trend to renting.  
... In the American mind, renting has long symbolized striving—striving, that is, well short of 
achieving. But as we climb our way out of the Great Recession, it seems something has 
changed. Americans are getting over the idea of owning the American dream; increasingly, 
they're OK with renting it. Homeownership is on the decline, and home rentership is on the rise. 
But the trend isn't limited to the housing market. Across the board—for goods ranging from cars 
to books to clothes—Americans are increasingly acclimating to the idea of giving up the stability 
of being an owner for the flexibility of being a renter. This may sound like a decline in living 
standards. But the new realities of our increasingly mobile economy make it more likely that this 
transition from an Ownership Society to what might be called a Rentership Society, far from 
being a drag, will unleash a wave of economic efficiency that could fuel the next boom. 

While downgrading the place of ownership in the American psyche may sound like a traumatic 
task, the cold, unsentimental fact about the American dream is that Americans never really 
owned it in the first place. For the past three decades, especially, consumers haven't so much 
bought their quality of life as they've borrowed it from banks and credit card companies. And 
since the Great Recession, Americans have been busy rebuilding their balance sheets and 
avoiding new financial encumbrances. When American consumers can't—or won't—borrow to 
purchase the goods and services they've come to consider part of their standard of living, how 
does the economy get back on its feet? 

The answer lies in consumers following the example of corporations—that is, becoming more 
efficient. The reaction to extended leverage and foolish borrowing isn't to stop consuming and 
buying; it is to consume and buy more intelligently. That's what the Rentership Society is all 
about. And it starts at home. Literally. Housing is the biggest single component of consumption 
in the U.S. economy and the source of much of our present misery. According to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, the typical consumer spends about 32% of his or her budget on shelter. In the 
last decade, that generally meant borrowing a lot of money to take "ownership" of a home. ... 

  
 
 



Joel Kotkin writes on how a baby bust will turn Asia's tigers toothless.  
For the last two decades, America’s pundit class has been looking for models to correct our 
numerous national deficiencies. Some of the more deluded have settled on Europe, which, 
given its persistent low economic growth over the past 20 years and minuscule birth rates, 
amounts to something like looking for love in all the wrong places. 

More rational and understandable have been those who have looked for role models instead in 
East Asia. After all, East Asia has been the world’s ascendant power for the better part of past 
30 years. It is home to both China and Japan, the world’s second and third largest economies, 
as well as the dynamic “tiger” economies of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore. 

Thomas Friedman, long enamored by authoritarian leviathan China, recently praised the tiger 
countries as exemplars of forward thinking. He traces their strong emphasis on “highly effective 
teachers, involved parents and committed students” as keys to turning their resource-poor 
countries into first world successes. 

Yet for all their laudably good school test scores, these tigers could turn somewhat toothless in 
the future. Already Japan, which fashioned the first great Asian model, is beset by a series of 
massive challenges including a lack of technological competitiveness and disastrously declining 
demographics. ... 

  
Interesting piece from Discover on last year's efforts by the Army Engineers' to 
control the Mississippi floods. Interesting that is, if you can get by the first person 
pronouns. Maybe he just wants to be president.  
We knew it was going to be a challenging flood year. I was working in an operations center 
aboard the Mississippi, the largest motor vessel on the river: 241 feet long, with five decks 

We have a comprehensive flood plan that dictates what to do when water reaches certain 
levels—where we need to allow controlled flooding to save cities downstream. By April 9 the 
flood gauges at Cairo, Illinois, which straddles the Missouri and Kentucky borders, exceeded 
allowable limits. We were supposed to open the nearby Birds Point–New Madrid Floodway 
when the water reached 61 feet, and on the night of May 1, the forecast level climbed to 63 feet. 
The decision was clear. If I didn’t open that floodway and relieve the pressure, levees would 
have broken somewhere else—but the angst level was very high. We planned to submerge 
130,000 acres of farmland, and Missouri’s attorney general asked the Supreme Court to stop 
the operation, but the court refused the request. I gave the order and we blew up the floodway 
on May 2. ... 

 
 
 

  
  
 
 
 
 



WSJ 
When the Troops Were Very Young  
The newest troops in Afghanistan are barely old enough to recall the event that sparked 
the long war 
by Michael M. Phillips 
  

  
Lance Cpl. Dave Long, who is 20 years old, vaguely recalls hearing something about 9/11 on TV. 'I 
was kind of young at the time,' he says. 

On Sept. 11, 2001, Corey Shaffer was in fourth grade at Cutler Ridge Christian Academy in 
Miami. Because his mother was cafeteria manager, he was at school early and was enjoying a 
bowl of Lucky Charms when news of the terrorist hijackings flashed on the television screen. He 
remembers being confused. "I wasn't sure what it meant," he said.  

It wasn't until he was in middle school that the significance became clear, when he read about 
the attacks in his history book. Now he's 19 years old and a Marine infantryman, fighting in the 
longest war in his nation's history. 

The conflict in Afghanistan has dragged on so long that the young Americans fighting on the 
front lines today often have little personal memory of the event that sparked it in the first place. 
Since the 9/11 attacks, President George W. Bush has completed two terms and retreated to 
private life. The World Trade Center is again New York's tallest building and Osama bin Laden 
has been dead for almost exactly one year. 
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Lance Cpl. Graydon Phillips, a 19-year-old rifleman from Ozark, Ala. 

The newest wave of troops hitting the Afghan battlefields are 19 or 20 years old, meaning they 
were roughly between 8 and 10 when al Qaeda crashed planes into the World Trade Center, 
Pentagon and a Pennsylvania field. The fourth- and fifth-graders knew something big had 
happened but were often unable to understand why it mattered until years later. Such a 
mismatch hasn't happened since the country was founded, largely because its greatest wars 
have tended to be brief interludes, not semipermanent features. 

Of the 44 men in Lance Cpl. Shaffer's unit at Combat Outpost Pennsylvania in Afghanistan—3rd 
Platoon, Bravo Company, 1st Battalion, 8th Marine Regiment—half are 22 years old or younger. 
Some 20% of the Marine Corps turns over each year, meaning that since Sept. 11 the service 
has had to find 35,000 or 40,000 new recruits annually, the bulk of them young men fresh out of 
high school. 

Their vague memories of 9/11 have a flip side in Afghanistan, where many, especially in rural 
areas where television and literacy are both rare, have never heard of the Sept. 11 attacks or 
their connection to Afghanistan. For them, the presence of tens of thousands of U.S. and allied 
troops remains a mystery. 

The Marines at Combat Outpost Pennsylvania, in the contentious Helmand Province, are 
charged with rooting out insurgents along the highway that shadows the Helmand River up to 
the vital Kajaki Dam. 

Lance Cpl. Tyler Hopkins of Las Cruces, N.M., was expecting his mother to deliver cupcakes to 
his fourth-grade classroom on Sept. 11, his ninth birthday. The school was on lockdown so she 
couldn't get in.  

These days he never celebrates on his actual birth date; it seems inappropriate to him. Last 
year he flew home and celebrated on Sept. 6, shortly before he went to war. His mom made 
apple pie. 

Lance Cpl. Dave Long, 20, a machine-gunner from Pottstown, Pa., vaguely recalls hearing 
something about 9/11 on TV. "I was kind of young at the time," he says. "It didn't really affect me 
much." 

Lance Cpl. Graydon Phillips, a 19-year-old rifleman from Ozark, Ala., was in reading class when 
his teacher got the news. "The Twin Towers have been bombed by terrorists," he recalls her 
saying. He wasn't clear what that meant. But he remembers being scared that terrorists would 
go after Ozark next. 



Third Platoon's commander, 1st Lt. Gardea Christian, is just 24. But he is practically a 
generation apart from his youngest troops. He was 13, in Spanish class at St. Thomas More 
Academy in Magnolia, Del., on Sept. 11. A voice came over the intercom telling the teacher to 
turn on the television. The students saw the second plane hit. Then they went to the gym and 
prayed for the victims. 

Parents came to pick up their kids. Stores closed. Some of his fellow students lost family 
members that day. 

"I was angry and I wanted to exact revenge on whoever did it," Lt. Christian recalls. 

Some of his friends talked about getting guns and fighting against someone, in the style of "Red 
Dawn," a movie about Colorado high-school students resisting a Soviet-Cuban invasion of the 
U.S. A week later, Lt. Christian went online to see if he could enlist. He filled out a form and was 
automatically rejected for being too young. He ended up at the U.S. Naval Academy, class of 
2009. 

In December, shortly before the battalion shipped out for Afghanistan, Bravo Company 
commander Brent Jones gathered his 170 men outside the brick headquarters building at Camp 
Lejeune, N.C. A Jacksonville, N.C., native, the 33-year-old Capt. Jones was waiting for a slot at 
the Marine Corps officer-candidate school when the planes hit the towers. By the time he took 
command of Bravo Company, he already had four combat tours under his belt. 

"Obviously we're going to Afghanistan," he recalls telling his men. "Does everyone understand 
why?" 

"September 11," someone shouted back. 

The captain explained that al Qaeda militants who hijacked the planes had been based in 
Afghanistan. "Over the course of 10 years, our national objective has been that this country 
would never be ripe or have the conditions to allow that to happen again," he recalls telling his 
company. 

Among the captain's men was Lance Cpl. Brian Richards, a 20-year-old from Woodruff, S.C. His 
stepmother was home schooling him at the kitchen table when the planes hit. He came from a 
family with a long military tradition, and he had always wanted to be a Marine.  

He signed up as soon as he was old enough, which was only after his father had served two 
tours in Afghanistan. 

  
  
Contentions 
Dealing with Troughs is a Test of Character 
by Peter Wehner 

George Will has a lovely tribute to his son Jon, who is a Washington Nationals fan who also 
happens to have Down syndrome. 



Apart from his evident love and appreciation for his son, Will takes aim at the “full, garish 
flowering of the baby boomers’ vast sense of entitlement, which encompasses an entitlement to 
exemption from nature’s mishaps, and to a perfect baby.” He goes on to write about Jon’s gift of 
serenity. “With an underdeveloped entitlement mentality,” Will writes, Jon has “been equable 
about life’s sometimes careless allocation of equity. Perhaps this is partly because, given the 
nature of Down syndrome, neither he nor his parents have any tormenting sense of what might 
have been. Down syndrome did not alter the trajectory of his life; Jon was Jon from conception 
on.” 

Here Will is touching on an enormous shift in human expectations that has occurred in modern 
times – the belief that we are owed, that we are entitled, to certain things, including a life very 
nearly free of hardship, of pain, and of loss. The reason for this shift is progress. In the West, 
we’ve seen fantastic gains made in medicine, technology, and standards of living. Early death 
was once a common feature; according to historian Lawrence Stone, during the Middle Ages, 
two or more living children were often given the same name because it was so common that at 
least one of them would die. Today, in America, early death is blessedly rare. We are also far 
less patient and far less willing to be inconvenienced than ever before. We forget that there was 
once a life before GPSs and ATMs; before iPhones, iPods, and iPads; before e-mails, Twitter, 
texting, Skype, Google, ESPN, and flat screen televisions. 

We’ve all benefited from these gains in one way or another, and they have added new and 
comforting dimensions to our daily lives. Families are able to stay in close touch long after 
children have left home. Almost no one who is not Amish would voluntarily give up these things, 
and understandably so. But these advancements in material progress can bring their own 
challenges as well, including how to keep reasonable expectations when we have come to 
expect lives of comfort and ease. 

It is easier than we like to admit that these days being dealt a hard blow in life is viewed as a 
cosmic injustice. Now this isn’t new; people have been embittered by life since the dawn of 
civilization. Great novels (like Moby Dick) have been written about such things. But one cannot 
help but suspect that we have higher expectations of life than past generations and therefore 
are less able to deal with deprivation and adversity with equanimity. That is why, I think, some of 
us hold a special place of honor for those who have faced tragedies and particular hardships 
with courage, without chronic self-pity, and with some measure of grace. 

In C.S. Lewis’s The Screwtape Letters, the senior devil (Screwtape) reminds the junior devil 
(Wormwood) that “one of our best weapons [is] contented worldliness.” Lewis – who later in his 
life absorbed a crushing blow when his wife died of cancer, which forced him to work through his 
own grief and doubts — then added this: 

As long as [human beings live] on earth, periods of emotional and bodily richness and liveliness 
will alternate with periods of numbness and poverty. The dryness and dullness through which 
your patient is now going are not, as you fondly suppose, your workmanship; they are merely a 
natural phenomenon which will do us no good unless you make a good use of it. 

To decide what the best use of it is, you must ask what use the Enemy [God] wants to make of 
it, and then do the opposite. Now, it may surprise you to learn that in His efforts to get 
permanent possession of a soul, He relies on the troughs even more than on the peaks; some 
of His special favourites have gone through longer and deeper troughs than anyone else. 



How we handle the inevitable troughs and the painful troughs and the unequal allocation of 
troughs is a test of character. They probably wouldn’t admit it, but by that measure, Jon Will and 
his parents have done pretty well. 

  
  
Washington Post 
Jon Will’s gift 
by George F. Will 

When Jonathan Frederick Will was born 40 years ago — on May 4, 1972, his father’s 31st 
birthday — the life expectancy for people with Down syndrome was about 20 years. That is 
understandable. 

The day after Jon was born, a doctor told Jon’s parents that the first question for them was 
whether they intended to take Jon home from the hospital. Nonplussed, they said they thought 
that is what parents do with newborns. Not doing so was, however, still considered an 
acceptable choice for parents who might prefer to institutionalize or put up for adoption children 
thought to have necessarily bleak futures. Whether warehoused or just allowed to languish from 
lack of stimulation and attention, people with Down syndrome, not given early and continuing 
interventions, were generally thought to be incapable of living well, and hence usually did not 
live as long as they could have.  

Down syndrome is a congenital condition resulting from a chromosomal defect — an extra 21st 
chromosome. It causes varying degrees of mental retardation and some physical abnormalities, 
including small stature, a single crease across the center of the palms, flatness of the back of 
the head, a configuration of the tongue that impedes articulation, and a slight upward slant of 
the eyes. In 1972, people with Down syndrome were still commonly called Mongoloids.  

Now they are called American citizens, about 400,000 of them, and their life expectancy is 60. 
Much has improved. There has, however, been moral regression as well.  

Jon was born just 19 years after James Watson and Francis Crick published their discoveries 
concerning the structure of DNA, discoveries that would enhance understanding of the structure 
of Jon, whose every cell is imprinted with Down syndrome. Jon was born just as prenatal 
genetic testing, which can detect Down syndrome, was becoming common. And Jon was born 
eight months before Roe v. Wade inaugurated this era of the casual destruction of pre-born 
babies.  

This era has coincided, not just coincidentally, with the full, garish flowering of the baby 
boomers’ vast sense of entitlement, which encompasses an entitlement to exemption from 
nature’s mishaps, and to a perfect baby. So today science enables what the ethos ratifies, the 
choice of killing children with Down syndrome before birth. That is what happens to 90 percent 
of those whose parents receive a Down syndrome diagnosis through prenatal testing. 

Which is unfortunate, and not just for them. Judging by Jon, the world would be improved by 
more people with Down syndrome, who are quite nice, as humans go. It is said we are all born 
brave, trusting and greedy, and remain greedy. People with Down syndrome must remain brave 
in order to navigate society’s complexities. They have no choice but to be trusting because, with 



limited understanding, and limited abilities to communicate misunderstanding, they, like Blanche 
DuBois in “A Streetcar Named Desire,” always depend on the kindness of strangers. Judging by 
Jon’s experience, they almost always receive it. 

Two things that have enhanced Jon’s life are the Washington subway system, which opened in 
1976, and the Washington Nationals baseball team, which arrived in 2005. He navigates the 
subway expertly, riding it to the Nationals ballpark, where he enters the clubhouse a few hours 
before game time and does a chore or two. The players, who have climbed to the pinnacle of a 
steep athletic pyramid, know that although hard work got them there, they have extraordinary 
aptitudes because they are winners of life’s lottery. Major leaguers, all of whom understand what 
it is to be gifted, have been uniformly and extraordinarily welcoming to Jon, who is not. 

Except he is, in a way. He has the gift of serenity, in this sense:  

The eldest of four siblings, he has seen two brothers and a sister surpass him in size, and 
acquire cars and college educations. He, however, with an underdeveloped entitlement 
mentality, has been equable about life’s sometimes careless allocation of equity. Perhaps this is 
partly because, given the nature of Down syndrome, neither he nor his parents have any 
tormenting sense of what might have been. Down syndrome did not alter the trajectory of his 
life; Jon was Jon from conception on.  

This year Jon will spend his birthday where every year he spends 81 spring, summer and 
autumn days and evenings, at Nationals Park, in his seat behind the home team’s dugout. The 
Phillies will be in town, and Jon will be wishing them ruination, just another man, beer in hand, 
among equals in the republic of baseball.  

  
  
WSJ 
Renting Prosperity  
Americans are getting used to the idea of renting the good life, from cars to couture to 
homes. Our shift from a nation of owners to an economy permanently on the move—and 
how it will lead to the next boom. 
by Daniel Gross 

"The Great Gatsby," the pre-eminent American novel of financial ambition, overextension and 
downfall, offers a revealing vignette about the great American obsession: real estate. The 
narrator, Nick Carraway, can't afford to buy in the rarefied Long Island world inhabited by 
Gatsby, and by Tom and Daisy Buchanan. But he can afford to rent. "When a young man at the 
office suggested that we take a house together in a commuting town, it sounded like a great 
idea. He found the house, a weather-beaten cardboard bungalow at eighty a month, but at the 
last minute the firm ordered him to Washington, and I went out to the country alone," he notes. "I 
had a view of the water, a partial view of my neighbor's lawn, and the consoling proximity of 
millionaires—all for eighty dollars a month."  

In the American mind, renting has long symbolized striving—striving, that is, well short of 
achieving. But as we climb our way out of the Great Recession, it seems something has 
changed. Americans are getting over the idea of owning the American dream; increasingly, 
they're OK with renting it. Homeownership is on the decline, and home rentership is on the rise. 



But the trend isn't limited to the housing market. Across the board—for goods ranging from cars 
to books to clothes—Americans are increasingly acclimating to the idea of giving up the stability 
of being an owner for the flexibility of being a renter. This may sound like a decline in living 
standards. But the new realities of our increasingly mobile economy make it more likely that this 
transition from an Ownership Society to what might be called a Rentership Society, far from 
being a drag, will unleash a wave of economic efficiency that could fuel the next boom. 

While downgrading the place of ownership in the American psyche may sound like a traumatic 
task, the cold, unsentimental fact about the American dream is that Americans never really 
owned it in the first place. For the past three decades, especially, consumers haven't so much 
bought their quality of life as they've borrowed it from banks and credit card companies. And 
since the Great Recession, Americans have been busy rebuilding their balance sheets and 
avoiding new financial encumbrances. When American consumers can't—or won't—borrow to 
purchase the goods and services they've come to consider part of their standard of living, how 
does the economy get back on its feet? 

The answer lies in consumers following the example of corporations—that is, becoming more 
efficient. The reaction to extended leverage and foolish borrowing isn't to stop consuming and 
buying; it is to consume and buy more intelligently. That's what the Rentership Society is all 
about. And it starts at home. Literally. Housing is the biggest single component of consumption 
in the U.S. economy and the source of much of our present misery. According to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, the typical consumer spends about 32% of his or her budget on shelter. In the 
last decade, that generally meant borrowing a lot of money to take "ownership" of a home. 

The vast mortgage-political-financial complex, for a variety of reasons, valued homeownership 
as a good in its own right. Democrats saw the extension of credit to people on the lower end of 
the income scale as a matter of social justice; Republicans thought homeownership would make 
people more bourgeois. Banks and Wall Street firms salivated at the fees mortgages could 
generate. 



 

So, during the boom, the homeownership rate grew steadily, peaking at a record 69% in 2006, 
according to the Census Bureau. But those gains were short-lived and came at a truly massive 
cost: a huge mortgage bust, expensive bailouts of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, an overhang of 
millions of foreclosed properties and falling home prices. Ownership-boosters failed to note that 
homes purchased in 2005 and 2006 with no-money-down, interest-only mortgages weren't 
really bought. They were simply rented until the "owner" flipped them or walked away from the 
mortgage. Far from strengthening low-income neighborhoods, this destabilized them through 
the inevitability of foreclosure. 

In the post-bust climate, renting has emerged as a much more economically efficient way to pay 
for housing. A one-year lease represents a far less onerous financial obligation than a 30-year 
mortgage. It's difficult to get into too much financial trouble as a renter. The homeownership rate 
has fallen from its peak in 2006 to 65.4% today. The foreclosure crisis, which has caused 
millions of Americans to turn over homes to lenders, is responsible for much of this decline. 
What's more, given the weak labor market and higher lending standards, more Americans today 
have a difficult time scraping together the required down payments. 

For an increasing number of Americans, though, it simply makes more sense to rent these days. 
According to Moody's, by late 2011 it was cheaper to rent than to own in 72% of American 
metropolitan areas, up from 54% a decade ago. And the more people who do it, the more 
socially acceptable and desirable it becomes. The decline in the ownership rate means that 
about three million more households rent today than did at the height of the bubble. 



It's tempting to view the rise of rentership as an economic step backward. Renters can't build up 
equity, and they have less control over their living standards than owners. Renting is generally 
seen as something you do when you've failed as a homeowner or are not yet ready to be one. 
But I'd argue the rise of rentership is a sign of a system adapting—albeit too slowly—to new 
realities. 

The U.S. economy needs the dynamism that renting enables as much as—if not more than—it 
needs the stability that ownership engenders. In the current economy, there are vast gulfs 
between the employment pictures in different regions and states, from 12% unemployment in 
Nevada to 3% unemployment in North Dakota. But a steelworker in Buffalo, or an 
underemployed construction worker in Las Vegas, can't easily take his skills to where they are 
needed in North Dakota or Wyoming if he's underwater on his mortgage. Economists, in fact, 
have found that there is frequently a correlation between persistently high local unemployment 
rates and high levels of homeownership. 

Home builders and property owners have caught on to the economic opportunity presented by 
the move toward rental. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have become reluctant owners of more 
than 200,000 properties thanks to the foreclosure crisis, working through the backlog, one 
painstaking foreclosure sale at a time. But in February, Fannie Mae said it would put up for sale 
some 2,490 homes as a package, asking for $321 million. The Wall Street Journal reported that 
an assortment of real estate companies and private-equity investors were considering making 
bids. The presumption was that these sophisticated investors would turn the homes into rental 
properties. No less a sage than Warren Buffett told CNBC in February that he'd love to buy "a 
couple hundred thousand" single-family homes for rentals. 

The depressed home-building industry has also shifted gears to adapt to the new reality. 
Housing starts for multifamily units have risen sharply since 2009, according to the Census 
Bureau. In 2011, whereas single-family housing starts fell 9% from the year before, starts of 
structures with five or more units were up 60%. In the first quarter of 2012, starts of multifamily 
housing structures were up another 27%, while single-family starts were up only 16.7%. 

What's more, the builders of these structures increasingly intend to rent them out. In 2007, only 
62% of the housing units in buildings with two or more units were built for rent. In 2009, 84% of 
the units in such buildings were built to be rented. In 2011, 91% of the units in such structures 
were aimed at the rental market. 

And the rising popularity of rentership is hardly contained to the housing market. Indeed, it has 
spurred the creation and growth of innovative businesses in a number of other realms—
particularly those that cater to America's cash-strapped, credit-wary youth. 

Take cars. The Bureau of Labor Statistics says that private transportation—owning and running 
a car—is the second largest cost for a typical American household, accounting for 16% of 
expenditures. Factoring in finance costs, depreciation, repairs, insurance, taxes and gas, AAA 
calculates that an owner of a midsize sedan who drives 15,000 miles a year spends $8,588 a 
year on his car. 

Enter auto-sharing firm Zipcar. Founded in 2000, it grew by focusing on cities and college 
campuses. It uses information technology to manage its fleet, and control access—people get 
cards that let them into garages where cars are kept and into the cars themselves. Users in New 



York pay a $60 annual fee and then $8.75 per hour on weekdays and $13.75 per hour on 
weekends—no extra charge for gas or insurance or miles. As the U.S. economy contracted, 
Zipcar went into hyper-growth: from 225,000 members in 2008 to 650,000 members and 9,500 
cars in November 2011. Zipcar, which went public in 2011, has had success in the predictable 
big cities like Boston, New York and San Francisco, but its vehicles can also be found on 350 
college campuses and in smaller cities like Providence, R.I., and Portland, Ore. Large rental 
agencies like Enterprise and Avis have responded by rolling out similar services. 

Or take textbooks. College textbooks are, in effect, rental goods. Students buy them at retail, 
use them for four months, and then resell them to the campus store or a used-book dealer. In 
2010, the U.S. college-textbook market was worth about $4.5 billion, according to the American 
Association of Publishers. But why buy textbooks when you can spend less and rent them? 
Chegg.com, founded in 2001, has raised more than $200 million in funding and is aiming to 
displace the college bookstore. An undergrad can buy an economics textbook new for, say, 
$263. At Chegg.com, she can rent a hard copy of the same book for $94 for 180 days, or an 
electronic copy for $128 for the same period. As more students come to campus with Kindles, 
Nooks and other e-readers, the more efficient consumption of college textbooks is likely to grow 
rapidly. 

Rent the Runway, another Rentership Society business, has likewise found a foothold on 
college campuses. The company was started in 2009 by Harvard Business School classmates 
Jennifer Hyman and Jennifer Fleiss. Ms. Hyman has called the company "the Netflix for 
fashion." As with Netflix, customers open accounts and then pay for the temporary use of goods 
sent to them through the mail. A Thread Social Poppy Sweetheart Dress (retail price: $365) 
rents for $50. Accessorize with Crislu Crystal Tear Earrings (retail $96, rent for $20). In business 
for less than two years, Rent the Runway has raised $31 million in venture capital, attracted one 
million customers and is turning a profit. 

All these models involve more sharing than American consumers are typically accustomed to 
doing. But the culture is changing. Consider how quickly the attitude of consumers toward 
housing has changed. And I'm not just talking about the rising incidence, popularity and 
acceptance of home and apartment rental. At the height of the boom, people believed their 
homes generated cash by serving as a source of home equity credit, or by returning profits 
when they were sold. Today, not so much. 

But thanks to another postrecession business, efficiency-seeking homeowners have come to 
realize that their homes can still generate cash. Airbnb, founded in August 2008, is dedicated to 
the promise that lots of people are willing to earn money by renting out a room in their home and 
that lots of people are willing to save money by crashing in strangers' abodes rather than in 
motels or hotels. 

Only in America could entrepreneurs rapidly transform couch-surfing into a high-tech business 
worth more than $1 billion in the space of 36 months. With over 100,000 listings available in 
more than 16,000 cities and 186 countries, it's a real business. It has booked over 5 million 
nights. In July 2011, Airbnb raised $112 million from venture-capital firms Andreessen Horowitz, 
DST Global and General Catalyst. But the real value of Airbnb isn't necessarily what profits it 
brings to investors. Rather, it's the cash it puts into the hands of homeowners. That cash is not 
enough to turn around the economy. But it's part of a sea change in how people view the true 
value of their property and how they role of ownership in their lives as a whole. 



Finally, perhaps, Americans are absorbing a piece of wisdom not from Gatsby, but from 
Thoreau: "And when the farmer has got his house, he may not be the richer but the poorer for it, 
and it be the house that has got him." 

  
  
Forbes 
How A Baby Bust Will Turn Asia's Tigers Toothless 
by Joel Kotkin 

For the last two decades, America’s pundit class has been looking for models to correct our 
numerous national deficiencies. Some of the more deluded have settled on Europe, which, 
given its persistent low economic growth over the past 20 years and minuscule birth rates, 
amounts to something like looking for love in all the wrong places. 

More rational and understandable have been those who have looked for role models instead in 
East Asia. After all, East Asia has been the world’s ascendant power for the better part of past 
30 years. It is home to both China and Japan, the world’s second and third largest economies, 
as well as the dynamic “tiger” economies of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore. 

Thomas Friedman, long enamored by authoritarian leviathan China, recently praised the tiger 
countries as exemplars of forward thinking. He traces their strong emphasis on “highly effective 
teachers, involved parents and committed students” as keys to turning their resource-poor 
countries into first world successes. 

Yet for all their laudably good school test scores, these tigers could turn somewhat toothless in 
the future. Already Japan, which fashioned the first great Asian model, is beset by a series of 
massive challenges including a lack of technological competitiveness and disastrously declining 
demographics. They also face competition from places like China and India, behemoths which 
may not equal the Tigers’ spectacular per-capita education numbers, but which can marshal 
overwhelming numbers of ambitious, educated and skilled people. 

Many in the tiger nations recognize this competitive plight far more than their western 
cheerleaders. Some even wonder if they may even have been too rational and credential-
obsessed for their own good. Like Japan after the Second World War, they invested heavily in 
educating their young people to excel on tests and work long hours . But this also fostered high 
levels of stress and hyper-competition that discourages both family formation and child bearing . 

Singapore (where I serve as Senior Visiting Fellow at the Civil Service College) is arguably the 
best planned and most cleverly conceived of all the Tigers. Singaporeans live well — their per-
capita incomes surpass those of Americans — but this edge is largely blunted by extremely high 
costs. As in all the Tiger countries, consumer goods like cars are extraordinarily expensive (a 
modest Korean model can run upwards of $75,000 or more in Singapore) and housing costs far 
higher than experienced by most Americans. In Hong Kong, notes researcher Wendell Cox, an 
average apartment, usually quite small, costs roughly twice as much as one  in New York or 
San Francisco, two most elite metro U.S. markets, relative to income. 

These conditions, observes Vatsala Pant, a former Nielsen executive and long-time Singapore 
resident, create what amounts to an accounting-like mentality about their lives. “Singaporeans 



seem to be born with a calculator in their heads,” she notes. “Every decision seems to weighed 
in a cost and benefit analysis, including such things as family. If it’s not perfect, they don’t want 
it.” 

This turn from family represents a sharp break in these countries. All the “tiger” economies 
flourished based on a Confucian culture that places kinship at the top of the value pyramid. 
Parents are still widely revered, but Li Lin Chang, an associate director of the Lee Kuan Yew 
School of Public Policy, suggests that Singapore’s “Confucian roots may not be as evident and 
some may argue that it may have disappeared.” 

Certainly increasing number of Singaporeans and others from Tiger countries are opting out of 
marriage. In 2000, 14% of women between age 30-39 chose to remain childless, according to 
demographer Gavin Jones of the National University of Singapore. By 2009, this figure has 
gone up to 20%. Jones estimates in some east Asian societies up to a third of all women will 
remain childless. 

Japan, the original model for all these countries, is now leading the way off the demographic 
cliff. In Japan, notes researcher Mika Toyota, 20% of 50-year-old males have never married, up 
from 12 percent just a decade ago. By 2030, she estimates nearly 30% of 50-year-old males will 
have never wedded. And unlike the U.S. and Europe, very few people have children out of 
wedlock in East Asia, so no marriage means no children. 

This plunge in marriage and family formation is not entirely voluntary. Few of the 40 or more 
Singaporean younger adults I have interviewed in recent months celebrated singleness like 
some of their Western counterparts. Most still wanted children and linked their reluctance to wed 
or to have babies on the high cost of living, intense competition in their workplace and even 
increasingly crowded mass transit. 

“Most of my friends are not married,” one 35-year-old female civil servant told me. “They don’t 
want to be single but they are too busy with their work commitment. My friends are consumed 
by work. Money, status, prestige, climbing the ladder. You expect things to change when you 
get older but it doesn’t. The calculation just doesn’t work out” 

For many of these people, not having offspring makes sense in terms of concentrating on career 
goals and reducing financial pressure. But it could prove a social disaster in the long run. All 
Tiger nations now suffer fertility rates roughly half the 2.1 children per household needed to 
replace the current population. By 2030 these countries could have fewer people under 15 than 
over 60. 

Not surprisingly, many Tiger country policymakers place a priority on producing more cubs. 
Most offer highly generous packages of support offered to those willing to take the nativity 
plunge. Some who have children cope with entrenched male reluctance to share in child-raising 
by relying on low-cost maids, often from the Philippines and other poorer countries. A recent 
move by the Singapore government to require giving maids the day off elicited howls of protests 
from female professionals, who, as authors Teo You Yenn and Vivienne Wee put it, regard “care 
of one’s own offspring as tedious, beneath oneself and rightfully the responsibility of a hired 
woman.” 



Some professionals who desire children consider taking their finely honed skills elsewhere. A 
recent survey by the MRI China Group showed that a majority of professionals surveyed in 
Taiwan and some forty percent in Singapore, as well as roughly one-third of those in Hong 
Kong, were actively looking to relocate to another city. Most covet a move to less high-pressure, 
lower-density Australia or New Zealand. Others, particularly from Taiwan, are attracted to 
greater opportunities in China. 

There may not be too much the bureaucracies can do immediately to address these problems. 
Clearly adding more degrees per capita or bringing in more foreign expertise, as is common in 
Singapore and Hong Kong, has not addressed looming baby shortage. Instead, as one one 
young University researcher put it, “we need a new mindset.” 

Most particularly, these countries need to change the incentives that, albeit unintentionally, 
create unsustainable levels of singleness, childlessness and the prospect of massive, rapid 
aging of their societies. They may have to consider more flexible work-styles, the promotion of 
home based business and better use of their limited space. Individual entrepreneurship, more 
rooted in each country and able to meld with family life, could be stressed as a counterbalance 
to employment in often fickle multinational corporations who can always move to greener, or at 
least cheaper, locales. 

More difficult still will be shaping attitudes that restore the primacy of family that propelled these 
societies in the first place. This is an existential challenge that would have seemed 
unimaginable 40 years ago when these countries fretted about overpopulation and widespread 
poverty. But success in the future can not be purchased by simply continuing what has worked 
so well for a generation. To avoid a toothless future, the Tigers need to unlearn some of the 
secrets of their past success. 

 
 
  
Discover Magazine 
How I Contained the Mississippi 
A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers commander makes the tough, smart decisions 
necessary to save cities and lives. 
by Major General Michael Walsh 

A year ago, an unusually rainy spring caused the Mississippi River’s most serious flooding since 
1927. Record-setting water levels threatened Memphis, Baton Rouge, and New Orleans. It was 
up to Major General Michael Walsh, then commander of the �Mississippi Valley division of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, to open floodgates and blow up levees, flooding some areas but 
averting catastrophe in major cities downstream. In his own words, here’s how he decided 
where to send the swelling waters. 

We knew it was going to be a challenging flood year. I was working in an operations center 
aboard the Mississippi, the largest motor vessel on the river: 241 feet long, with five decks. 



         

 

We have a comprehensive flood plan that dictates what to do when water reaches certain 
levels—where we need to allow controlled flooding to save cities downstream. By April 9 the 
flood gauges at Cairo, Illinois, which straddles the Missouri and Kentucky borders, exceeded 
allowable limits. We were supposed to open the nearby Birds Point–New Madrid Floodway 
when the water reached 61 feet, and on the night of May 1, the forecast level climbed to 63 feet. 
The decision was clear. If I didn’t open that floodway and relieve the pressure, levees would 
have broken somewhere else—but the angst level was very high. We planned to submerge 
130,000 acres of farmland, and Missouri’s attorney general asked the Supreme Court to stop 
the operation, but the court refused the request. I gave the order and we blew up the floodway 
on May 2. 

Our first move removed about a fifth of the water flowing through that area, but we hadn’t gone 
far enough—we still had to open up the next floodway, the Bonnet Carré, just upstream of New 
Orleans. We opened it on May 9, in bright sunshine, with a few hundred people out to watch. 

Even then the river was flowing at record rates. If we didn’t want to lose Baton Rouge, we were 
going to have to open the Morganza spillway, which had been opened only once in 57 years. I 
met with farmers and residents of small towns who were going to be affected. My colleague 
Colonel Ed Fleming went to a public meeting at the firehouse, put his hand four feet up a pole, 



and said, “The water’s gonna come up to here,” just to get everybody’s attention. Luckily, there 
was enough time for people to hire trailers and bring their stuff to high ground. And that’s where 
just about everyone was when we opened Morganza on May 14. For the first time in the 83-year 
history of the Mississippi River and Tributaries Project, we had three out of four floodways open. 

The entire floodplain filled, as expected, but not to the depth we had feared. Not one acre 
flooded that wasn’t projected to flood, and there were zero fatalities. No doubt about it: If we 
hadn’t operated those spillways, we would have lost the levees downstream. Baton Rouge and 
New Orleans likely would have been under water. 

  
  

 
  
  



 
  
  

 
  
  



 
  
  

 
  
  
 


